Abstract-Timing synchronization method for DS-SS system taking into account the multipath effect on HF channel is studied. A novel timing synchronization algorithm based on signal reconstruction is proposed in multipath fading HF channel. Through signal reconstructing and interference cancelling, the right path position and multipath delay can be evaluated. The simulation results show that the detection performance can be improved, and this new timing algorithm can easily separate different paths which cannot be done by traditional RAKE receiver.
INTRODUCTION
Direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS-SS) techniques have found extensive applications in modern communication systems such mobile communications, satellite communications and HF communications [1] [2] [3] . To exploit the excellent advantages of DS-SS techniques, the receiver must be capable of synchronizing a locally generated pseudonoise (PN) code with an incoming PN sequence. There are two steps of synchronization, which are acquisition and tracking [4] [5] [6] [7] . We focus on the acquisition step of DS-SS signals in HF channels.
The HF channel is a time-varying fading channel, involving time delay, Doppler frequency shift, interference and noise [8] . The typical multipath delay are 2~5ms. Under the influence of fading and multipath delay, the signal recognition and synchronization cannot be done easily. The typical method to solve the problem is RAKE receiver which can combine the multipath signal to negative the influence of fading [9] [10] [11] . However, this method can only work well under the situation which the multipath can be separated obviously.
In this paper, we address some further work to against multipath and fading influence on synchronization. A novel timing synchronization algorithm based on signal reconstruction is proposed in multipath fading HF channel. Through signal reconstructing and interference cancelling, the right path situation and multipath delay can be evaluated. The simulation results show that the detection performance can be improved, and this new timing algorithm can easily separate different paths which cannot be done by traditional RAKE receiver.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model is briefly introduced. In Section III, the signal reconstruction method is given. In Section IV, the novel timing synchronization algorithm based on signal reconstruction is proposed in multipath fading HF channel is given. In Section V, the simulation results are shown. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The sampled received signal has two hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1
H denotes the receiving signal is active, and hypothesis 0 H denotes the receiving signal is inactive. 
where~( ) ri is the signal received by the receiver, () si is the transmitted signal, N is the number of the multipath. where s E is the signal energy. The typical DS-SS synchronization model is illustrated in figure 1 . 
where L is length of PN code, W is the smoothing factor.
We define these variables :
Then the signal recognition rule can be given: 
The k-th path signal   k xn can be reconstructed according to the amplitude k  and the code acquisition
where Q is the over sampling factor, c  is the consecutive local PN code which the number is W, c T is the chip period. The novel synchronization algorithm based on signal reconstruction contains six steps, as follows.
Step 1: The receiving signal is filtered the receiving filter and then oversampled;
Step 2: The filtered signal is over sampled;
Step 3: The sampled signals are sent to identical matched filters. The filters form a transversal type correlator and output the correlation signal between the input signal and a reference spreading code;
Step 4: The signal recognition finds the correlation peak position and make a decision whether the signal is active. If this is true, the signal reconstruction is executed; if this is not true, go back to step 1.
Step 5: The parameters of k-th path can be evaluated and the k-th path signal can be reconstructed.
Step 6: The interference between different paths can be cancelled before go back to step3.
The scheme of novel synchronization algorithm based on signal reconstruction is shown in the figure 2. In figure 3 , the distribution of the correlation after step 3 is given. We can see that the first path is so strong and the second path cannot be found. After signal reconstruction and the interference cancelling, the second path can be defined precisely, which is shown in figure 4 . In figure 5 , the mean evaluated position deviation of multipath is given. We can see that the first path can be evaluated easily. When using the typical method, the second path cannot be found precisely before signal reconstruction. However, the novel algorithm can work well when the SNR is larger than -2dB. In figure 6 , the mean evaluated amplitude deviation of multipath is given. We can see that the first path can be evaluated easily. After using the signal reconstruction, the amplitude evaluation performance of the novel algorithm is better than the typical method. In figure 7 , the variance of evaluated multipath amplitude deviation is given. We can see that the amplitude evaluation performance of the novel algorithm is better than the typical method, which is the same with figure 6. In figure 8 , the detection probability is given when the false alarm probability is constant. We can see that when the first path is strong, it can be evaluated easily. The detection performance of the novel algorithm can be improved through using signal reconstruction which is better than the typical method. It can be shown that, the novel synchronization algorithm based on signal reconstruction is better than the typical method which is shown in figure 1 . When the multipath cannot be separated easily, the interference between different paths can reduce the synchronization performance. When the signal reconstruction is used, the interference between different paths can be cancelled and the parameter evaluation can be done more precisely.
VI. CONCLUSION
The DS-SS synchronization method in multipath HF channel is studied. A novel timing synchronization algorithm based on signal reconstruction is proposed in multipath fading HF channel. Through signal reconstructing and interference cancelling, the path position and multipath delay of different paths can be evaluated precisely. The simulation results show that the detection performance can be improved, and this new timing algorithm can easily separate different paths which cannot be done by traditional RAKE receiver. The algorithm design for multi-reporting users is our future research.
